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The effect of the aspect ratio of rectangular holes on the transmissivity of periodic arrays of subwavelength
holes in optically thick metal films is investigated. The transmissivity is found to be highly dependent on the
aspect ratio of the holes. Moreover, the wavelengths of maximum transmissivity show a monotonous shift as
a function of the aspect ratio of the holes. We attribute the enhanced transmission of the periodic arrays to an
interplay of surface plasmons at the surface of the metal and shape resonances also known as localized modes
inside the holes. The importance of the shape resonances was confirmed by a comparison of transmission
through periodic hole arrays and through randomly distributed holes. Dispersion curves of periodic and random
hole arrays confirmed the existence of shape resonance as well. We suggest that the localized modes effectively
act as waveguides and increase the coupling efficiency of surface plasmons between both sides of the film,
which results in a higher transmissivity. The shift of the maxima of the transmissivity may in part be explained
by the spectral position of the localized modes in the individual holes. Finally measurements on similar
patterns in Ni and Ag revealed that the occurrence of shape resonances is independent of the material of the
film.
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INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of extraordinary transmission through
periodic arrays of subwavelength holes in metallic films has
received tremendous attention since its discovery in 1998 by
Ebbesen and co-workers.1 In this phenomenon the transmit-
ted fraction of the incident light can exceed the open fraction
of the array for certain wavelengths. The phenomenon has
also been called enhanced or resonant transmission and ex-
hibits similarities to the transmission behavior of frequency-
selective surfaces for frequencies ranging from the near in-
frared to those of microwaves.2,3 The large transmission has
the potential for many applications. In addition, the underly-
ing mechanism for the transmission itself is intricate and
merits scientific attention.
The extraordinary transmission phenomenon is generally
attributed to resonances of surface plasmon polaritons
SPP’s set up by the periodicity of the hole array see, e.g.,
Ref. 4. Nevertheless, this interpretation is not without cri-
tique: it was pointed out that SPP’s would actually be detri-
mental to the transmission.5 Although this is true in some
specific cases, it turned out to be an invalid critique for the
general phenomenon of transmission through periodic arrays
of subwavelength holes. However, an explanation has re-
cently been put forward that does not require the excitation
of any SPP.6 To fully unravel the principles underlying the
phenomenon it is important to investigate the effect of many
contributing factors. Model calculations have elucidated the
role of the thickness of the metal film, the periodicity and the
type of metal.7,8 Other calculations have shown that localized
modes can also contribute to the transmission.9,10 Proposals
have been made to boost the transmission by using annular
structures that actually contain propagative modes despite
the fact that their size is subwavelength,11 which have re-
cently led to the first experimental realization thereof.12
Experimentally, the role of periodicity, film thickness and
metal type have been clarified.13–16 It has also been shown
that increasing the hole size, increases the transmission. In
particular for small hole sizes the increase as a function of
hole size is much stronger than may be expected based on
conventional aperture theory.17 This finding is consistent
with careful studies of the radiative damping in the hole
arrays,18 which is shown to follow a Bethe-Bouwkamp
power-law behavior.19 Recently, experiments and calcula-
tions have shown that changing the hole shape can greatly
enhance the transmission through the films while inducing a
red shift of the maximally transmitted peaks,20 a finding that
was recently confirmed.21 This behavior cannot easily be ex-
plained in terms of surface plasmons only. Hole shape, and in
particular the aspect ratio of rectangular or elliptical holes in
the plane of the metal film also greatly affects the polariza-
tion properties of the structures,20,22–24 even in the TeraHertz
regime.25 In the optical regime the increased transmission
associated with an increased aspect ratio of the hole shape
has been attributed in part to localized modes shape
resonances.20,21 However, the investigations on the role of
hole shape have not yet elucidated the role of the type of
metal, crucial for determining the transmission mechanism.
Moreover, only normal incidence measurements were re-
ported so that no insight was gained on the dispersion prop-
erties of extraordinary transmission through arrays of shaped
holes.
Here, we present a detailed analysis, consisting of both
experiments and model calculations, of the effect of hole
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shape on extraordinary transmission. We will discuss its ef-
fect on polarization and on the wavelengths of the transmis-
sion peaks. Furthermore, the role of the metal is addressed:
for optically thick films of Au, Ag, and Ni, we have varied
the aspect ratio of rectangular holes while keeping their area
and the period of their lattice constant. We complete our
study with an investigation of the dispersion of the transmis-
sion through the arrays. It is shown that hole shape greatly
affects extraordinary transmission. By increasing the aspect
ratio of rectangular holes the height of the transmission
maxima can be increased, huge polarization anisotropy can
be induced, and the peaks can be spectrally shifted to a large
extent. We show that this general behavior is independent of
the type of metal. The type of metal does, however, affect the
extent of the transmission increase and the width of the
peaks. The dispersion characteristics of the arrays are indica-
tive of the strong influence of localized modes on the phe-
nomenon of extraordinary transmission.
EXPERIMENTAL
The basis for all our samples was a metal film evaporated
on a 1-mm-thick glass substrate. Measurements were per-
formed on three different metals: Au, Ag, and Ni. These met-
als were chosen because the propagation length of surface
plasmons on the three metals is significantly different for the
optical frequencies used in this investigation. All film thick-
nesses were 215±15 nm. The skin depth is roughly equal for
all metals: approximately 30 nm in the relevant part of the
spectrum. For all metals the film thickness is thus much
larger than the skin depth. Coupling between surface plas-
mons from both sides of the film directly through the metal
will therefore be negligible. The damping of surface plas-
mons is largest in Ni and smallest for Ag, this is especially
true for long wavelengths. Accordingly, the surface plasmon
propagation length along the surface of the metal is therefore
shorter in Ni than in Au and much shorter than in Ag.
A FEI Vectra 200 focused ion beam FIB was used to
mill holes in the metal film. We milled arrays of 2020
holes with a period of 425 nm. This rather small value for
the period was chosen because experiments have shown that
the height of the transmission increases with the number of
holes per area.15 While keeping the hole lattice constant, we
changed the hole shape. We fabricated various arrays consist-
ing of rectangular holes. In each array the aspect ratio of the
rectangles was different. In Fig. 1 FIB images of square and
rectangular hole arrays are shown. From these images it can
be seen that the shape of the holes can be defined accurately
and that the shapes of the holes are highly uniform.
In order to relate our results for the ordered arrays to the
properties of individual holes, samples were fabricated with
patterns in which the holes are not placed in a periodic array.
500 holes were randomly positioned within an area of 20
20 m2. These “random” hole arrays were fabricated so
that the relative positions of the holes were equal for arrays
containing different hole shapes.
Measurements were performed by illuminating the sample
with normally incident light from a halogen lamp. This light
source has a stable, high output power and a broad emission
spectrum. The incoming beam was slightly focused numeri-
cal aperture=0.07. The transmission spectrum of the pat-
terns was measured with an optical multichannel analyzer
consisting of a Jobin Yvon CP200 spectrograph in combina-
tion with a Princeton Instruments LN/CCD-512TBK back-
illuminated CCD camera. This setup allows transmission
measurements between 480 and 1000 nm, with a spectral
resolution of 3 nm. Liquid nitrogen cooling of the CCD cam-
era reduced the background signal and enabled the detection
of very low signals through long integration times. Integra-
tion times were controlled with a shutter in front of the spec-
trograph and were typically in the order of 10 s. In all mea-
surements presented here, the light was incident from the air
side of the sample. Measurements with light incident from
the glass side were also performed, and gave the same results
within the experimental error. For the dispersion measure-
ments the sample was tilted with respect to the incident
beam.
The measured spectra were normalized to arrive at a value
that can be interpreted as the effective transmissivity of the
holes in the array. It is in fact the transmission of the array
FIG. 1. Focused ion beam images of two periodic arrays: a
square holes with an aspect ratio of 1 size: 150150 nm2 and b
rectangular holes with an aspect ratio of 2 size: 106212 nm2.
Both structures are fabricated in a 200-nm-thin Au layer and have a
periodicity of 425 nm. The holes have sharp edges and are highly
uniform.
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divided by the air fraction of the array. The transmissivity is
a useful quantity to compare transmission phenomena
through hole arrays with varying hole shapes and hole sizes.
In order to correct for the possibly wavelength-dependent
transmission of the measurement setup, the transmissivity
was calculated by dividing the measured spectra of the pat-
terns by the transmission spectrum of a large calibration hole
in the same sample. The size of the hole was 1010 m,
large enough to validate the assumption that the transmissiv-
ity of this hole is 1. Corrections were made for the difference
between the area of the calibration hole and the total area of
the holes in the array. Because of diffraction effects, typically
10% of the light that emerges from the arrays and 3% of the
light that emerges from the reference hole is not collected by
the objective that is used to focus the transmitted light on the
spectrograph. Corrections for diffraction effects were made
by calculating the diffraction from the finite sizes array or
reference hole and taking into account the collection angle of
the optical system behind the sample.
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the transmissivity spectrum of rectangular
hole arrays with different aspect ratio fabricated in an Au
film. The area of the holes is kept constant for all arrays at a
value of 22 500 nm2. Figures 2a and 2b present the trans-
missivity for polarizations perpendicular y polarization and
parallel x polarization to the long axis of the holes, respec-
tively see insets. Note the difference in scale on the y axes.
The transmission spectra are clearly affected by the incident
polarization. The first effect that is immediately obvious as
the aspect ratio of the holes is changed, is the change in
transmissivity of the peaks. For y-polarized light the trans-
missivity increases strongly when the aspect ratio is en-
larged. For the 0,1 peak we observe an increase in trans-
missivity of more than an order of magnitude from 0.2 for an
aspect ratio of 1 square holes to a value of 2.9 for an aspect
ratio of 3. Interestingly, the increase of transmissivity is in-
terrupted for the hole array consisting of holes with an aspect
ratio of 2.5. This result has been reproduced for different
hole arrays with the same aspect ratio. For the chosen hole
area and array period, an aspect ratio of 2.5 results in hole
widths in the x direction that are roughly equal 237 nm air
vs 188 nm metal to the length of metal between the holes.
An increase in the aspect ratio leads to a decrease in trans-
missivity for x-polarized light. It is clear that the aspect ratio
of the holes affects the amount of transmission and induces a
strong polarization anisotropy.
In addition to the magnitude of the transmissivity, the po-
sitions of the peaks are also affected by the aspect ratio of the
holes. The red shifts observed for the y polarization will be
discussed in detail. It is found that all peaks undergo a red-
shift. The 0,2 peak shifts to longer wavelengths and coin-
cides with the 1,1 peak. The combined peak shifts to longer
wavelengths as well. It seems that the red shift of this com-
bined peak cannot proceed beyond the transmission mini-
mum caused by the first order Wood’s anomaly around
670 nm,26 which is largely unaffected by the aspect ratio of
the holes. The position of the 0,1 peak also undergoes large
spectral shifts to longer wavelengths. In Fig. 3 the position of
the 0,1 peak is plotted as function of the aspect ratio of the
holes. The shift of the 0,1 peak when the aspect ratio is
increased from 1 to 4 is more than 200 nm and the shift
depends linearly on the aspect ratio of the holes. The shift of
the 0,1 peak, excited with x polarization, exhibits a differ-
FIG. 2. The transmissivity of structures with different aspect
ratio of the holes while keeping the hole area constant for two
different polarizations of light. The legends show the aspect ratios
of the holes. In the insets the used axes are displayed. a The
transmissivity for y-polarized light shows an increase in transmis-
sivity by an increase in aspect ratio. The peaks are broadened and
shift to longer wavelengths. b For x-polarized light the opposite
occurs: a decrease in aspect ratio leads to an increase in
transmissivity.
FIG. 3. The wavelength of the 0,1 peak as a function of aspect
ratio. The peak shifts monotonously to longer wavelengths when
the aspect ratio increases.
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ent behavior. An increase in the aspect ratio first leads to a
small blueshift. The fact that for larger aspect ratios the be-
havior is identical to the y polarization is attributed to a small
deviation of the actual, experimental polarization with re-
spect to the y direction that leads to the transmission of a
small part of the 1,0 peak for the x polarization.
In order to investigate the role of the type of metal three
types of hole arrays are milled in Ag and Ni films: a square
hole array and two rectangular hole arrays with aspect ratios
of 1.4 and 2.5, respectively. The period of the array is kept
constant at 425 nm. The results for the Ag film for y polar-
ized light are shown in Fig. 4a. The transmission behavior
as the hole shape is changed of the arrays made in a Ag film
is clearly the same as the behavior observed for Au films.
Again a large increase in transmissivity is observed as the
aspect ratio becomes larger. The initial transmissivity is
higher than the transmissivity of the Au film. We attribute
this to the fact that the SPP’s are less damped on Ag than on
Au. The maximum transmissivity for the highest aspect ratio
holes increases by 2.8 with respect to that of the square holes
to almost 3.5, which corresponds to an absolute transmission
of 28%. The redshift of the peaks is also apparent. It is note-
worthy that the measured redshift of the 0,1 peak when the
aspect ratio is changed from 1 to 2.5 is reasonably similar for
Au and Ag: 120 nm for Ag and 170 nm for Au.
Figure 4b shows how the transmissivity of an array fab-
ricated in a Ni film is affected by the aspect ratio of the
holes. As for Au and Ag the transmissivity increases when
the aspect ratio is increased. Compared with the results in Au
and Ag the peaks in the spectra are now much broader and
have a lower maximum value. This can be directly related to
the much higher damping of SPP’s for Ni. Due to the large
width of the peaks, the redshift is harder to determine than
for the other two metals. Nevertheless, the size of the redshift
for Ni arrays, 150 nm, lies in between the redshifts observed
for Au and Ag. This indicates that the geometry of the holes
is a dominant factor in the observed redshifts, whereas the
optical properties of the metals seem to play a less important
role where the peak position of rectangular hole arrays is
concerned.
In order to investigate the role of hole shape in extraordi-
nary transmission in greater detail, the transmissivity of in-
dividual holes is measured. For these measurements Au
samples are investigated with a low density of randomly po-
sitioned holes 500 holes in an area of 2020 m2, in or-
der to obtain a signal that is significantly larger than the
residual transmission through a 200 nm film. For each ran-
dom area the relative positions of the holes are identical
while the shape of the holes is varied. The results of the
measurements are presented in Fig. 5. While for circular and
square holes the transmissivity roughly follows a Bethe-
Bouwkamp decrease with increasing wavelength transmis-
sivity −4, a strong enhanced transmission is observed for
the rectangular holes. With increasing aspect ratio the center-
of-mass of the transmission enhancement with respect to
Bethe-Bouwkamp exhibits a redshift. Note that due to the
random positioning the existence of surface plasmon reso-
nances is minimal and can therefore not be the cause of the
increase in transmissivity and the shift of the peaks. The lack
of resonances was confirmed by the fact that the same ran-
dom arrays fabricated in a Ni film showed the same behavior,
despite the much stronger damping of surface plasmon po-
laritons. The enhanced transmission for the individual rect-
FIG. 4. a The transmissivity for square holes and two types of
rectangular holes aspect ratio 1.4 and 2.5, respectively in a
230 nm Ag layer. The transmissivity increases when the aspect ratio
is larger and the peaks shift to longer wavelengths. b The trans-
missivity for square holes and two types of rectangular holes in a
220 nm Ni layer. The transmissivity increases when the aspect ratio
is larger. The shift of the peaks is less clear, but still present.
FIG. 5. The transmissivity of random hole arrays in Au for three
forms: circles with a diameter of 190 nm, squares 170
170 nm2, and two types of rectangles with an aspect ratio of 2:3
150225 nm2 and of 1:3 75225 nm2. For increasing aspect
ratio, the position of the peak shifts to longer wavelengths and the
transmissivity increases.
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angular holes can be attributed to localized modes also
called shape resonances in the holes resulting from their
shape. This also corroborates the observation that the red-
shifts observed in the hole arrays were dominated largely by
the geometry of the holes and not by the type of metal.
All measurements presented so far were performed with
the incident and emerging light normal to the sample. In
effect this results in the measurement of the transmission for
k=0, where k is the wave vector component of the incident
light parallel to the sample surface. To measure the transmis-
sion for k0, or in other words to measure the angular
dispersion of the samples, the transmission of the arrays is
measured as a function of the angle  with respect to the
optical axis of the measurement setup. In Figs. 6a and 6b
the transmission spectra for different angles  are presented
for random arrays of squares 170170 nm2 and of rect-
angles 22575 nm2, respectively. The minute shift of
20 nm of the spectrum for the random array of square sub-
wavelength holes when  is changed from 0° to 32°, shows
that resonant behavior in the random arrays plays only a
minor role. The shift of 20 nm corresponds to only 3
10−4 nm−1 in this wavelength range. The maxima and
minima in the spectra of the random arrays of rectangles
remain at the same wavelengths, which indicates that signifi-
cant resonant behavior due to the relative positions of the
holes is completely absent despite the fact that these posi-
tions are identical to those of the random square hole arrays.
Dispersion measurements of the periodic hole arrays ex-
hibit a very interesting behavior as the aspect ratio is varied
for constant hole sizes. The results are presented in Fig. 7.
Here, the dispersion of the 0,1 peak is shown for different
aspect ratios. The 1/ values at k=0 decrease for higher
aspect ratios, representing the redshift observed in Fig. 2a.
For large k, i.e., larger than 0.002 nm−1 the dispersion of the
peaks is similar to that of periodic arrays consisting of cylin-
drical subwavelength holes.4 However, for low k values a
strong effect of the aspect ratio of the rectangular holes is
visible: with increasing aspect ratio the dispersion curves
show an increased flattening. The flatness of the dispersion
curves at low k values is strong evidence for the highly
localized nature of the modes that mediate the transmission.
The degree of localization seems to increase with increasing
aspect ratio.
MODELING
We also performed model calculations to investigate the
role of hole shape on the extraordinary transmission. The aim
of the following paragraph is to give to the reader the mini-
mum of knowledge about the numerical method we use in
order to clarify the model used. We refer the interested reader
to the given references. Thereafter we describe the results of
the calculations.
For the calculations we consider a biperiodic structure
along the x and y axes, which is finite along the z axis. We
assume that the structure is illuminated by a plane wave with
a wavelength . Thus, we consider a harmonic problem.
Note that in our numerical simulations the optical indices of
the materials metals and substrate are wavelength, i.e., fre-
quency, dependent.
The numerical calculations of the transmitted light have
been performed with the Fourier modal method that has been
developed for the modeling of diffraction gratings.27,28 The
method was only recently extended to biperiodic gratings
FIG. 6. a The normalized spectra for the random square hole is
plotted for different angles of incidence. b The normalized spectra
for random rectangle aspect ratio 3 hole arrays are shown. The
wavelengths of the maxima and minima stay almost at the same
positions. Only for the squares a small shift can be seen of the peak
around 700 nm, a shift that is 8 times smaller than we measured for
periodic hole arrays. In the legend the angle of incidence is listed.
FIG. 7. The dispersion relation of the 0,1 peak for different
aspect ratios. The dispersion changes when the aspect ratio of the
rectangular holes is increased. The fitting lines become less steep
and around k=0 the dispersion relation becomes flatter. This indi-
cates a stronger degree of localization in the transmission
phenomenon.
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due to the computational burden involved by the modeling of
such three-dimensional structures.29 It is a modal method,
i.e., the field is developed on a modal basis in each region of
the space. In the precise case under study, it means that the
electromagnetic field is developed on a plane wave basis in
the substrate in our case the glass and the superstrate the
air and on a modal basis dependent on the actual geometry
in the metallic layer itself. The only hypothesis on the geom-
etry of the problem is that in the grating structure in the
metallic layer the optical index function must be invariant
along the z axis.
Subsequently, the boundary conditions at the limits of the
metallic film are enforced. Note that these boundary condi-
tions are conveniently contained in the S-matrix algorithm
that we use and that also ensures the numerical stability of
the code when the thickness of the grating becomes
important.30 The problem is completed by a radiation condi-
tion that is equivalent to the Sommerfeld condition but now
for grating problems. That is to say that the diffracted field
the total field minus the incident one at infinity can be
described as a superposition of outgoing plane waves, the
orders of the grating. Precisely, the electric field in the three
regions of space are given by
E1 = D1
0 expik0 · r − ik1,z
0 z
+ 
n,m=−
+
U1
n,m expikn,m · r + ik1,z
n,mz 1
in the superstrate, where D1
0 is the vector amplitude of the
incident plane wave
E3 = 
n,m=−
+
D3
n,m expikn,m · r + ik3,z
n,mz 2
in the substrate and
E2 = 
l=−
+
Flx,yU2
l expi	lz + D2
l exp− i	lz 3
in the metallic layer, with kn,m=k0+n2
 /dxex
+m2
 /dyey and 2 /c2i
2
= kn,m2+ ki,z
n,m2. k0 is the tan-
gential incident wave vector and dx and dy the periods along
the x and y axes. A similar expression can be written for the
magnetic fields.
The S matrix associated to the problem links the dif-
fracted field to the incident one

U1E
U1H
D3
E
D3
H
 = S
0
0
D1
E
D1
H
 , 4
where Di
E,H and Ui
E,H are vectors that contain both the x and
y components of the Fourier developments Eqs. 1 and 2
of the electric and magnetic fields superscripts E or H. The
only non-null coefficients of D1
E and D1H are those corre-
sponding to the incident plane wave. The modal basis used in
the metallic layer is obtained thanks to an eigenvector prob-
lem written in the Fourier space this justifies the name given
to the method whose eigenvalues give us the propagation
constants of the modes 	l and eigenvectors the field reparti-
tion of the modes Flx ,y. We will not describe here the
details, but in order to obtain accurate results one must pay
attention to the way to write the products of Fourier series
involved in this eigenvector problem.31 This method allows
us to model any shape of the holes provided that the shape
does not change along the z axis and all the optical index of
the materials can be considered as wavelength dependent.
Note that the dispersion relation of the modes are obtained
by searching for the poles of the scattering matrix of the
system as usual.32
Figure 8 shows the computed transmissivity spectra for
the periodic arrays in a Au film of rectangular holes for dif-
ferent aspect ratios. The geometrical parameters are identical
to those given in the experimental section and the optical
indices of the Au and glass substrate BK7 are obtained
from the literature.33 Note that the model does not take into
account the finite thickness of the glass substrate and thus a
difference with the experiments of about 4% is expected. The
observed behavior is identical to the experimental trends.
The large increase in the transmissivity with increasing as-
pect ratio, the very strong polarization anisotropy and the
FIG. 8. Calculated transmissivity spectra for periodic hole ar-
rays in a Au film with different aspect ratio the surface area of the
hole and the thickness are constant and identical to those used in the
experiments. a Transmissivity for y-polarized light. b Transmis-
sivity for x-polarized light
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redshift of the transmission are all reproduced. Note, that for
incident x polarization the 1,0 peak exhibits a slight blue-
shift.
In Fig. 9 the transmissivity spectra of the Ag and Ni struc-
tures are shown. The optical indices of the metals are again
taken from the literature.33 For these structures the redshifts
are also observed and thus we confirm the crucial role of the
shape of the hole.
The numerical and experimental results are in very good
qualitative agreement for all curves. All the effects observed
experimentally are confirmed by the modeling. It shows the
relevance of the numerical method we use and that no im-
portant artifacts can be detected in the experiments. How-
ever, some discrepancies appear when one considers the
level and exact shape of the transmissivity spectra. We at-
tribute them mainly to the lack of precise knowledge of the
optical indices of the metals. Indeed, it is well known that
they can be affected by the deposition technique and that
resonant effects can be strongly sensitive to their variations.
To gain more insight in the role of the holes shape, we
have again considered Au structures on BK7 substrates. Now
rather than the surface of the holes the length of one of the
edges of the rectangular hole has been kept constant. In Fig.
10a, the y dimension has been taken equal to 106 nm while
the x dimension varies. On the transmissivity spectra one can
observe again the large redshift of the 1,0 peak as already
observed in Fig. 8. An increase of the value of the transmit-
tivity is also obvious when the size increases, which was also
already observed in Fig. 8 even when the hole area did not
increase. In Fig. 10b we have represented the transmission
spectra when the x dimension is constant and the y dimen-
sion varies. Note that, here, we have plotted the transmission
rather than the transmissivity i.e., not normalized by the
surface ratio. From these spectra Fig. 10b two remarks
arise. First, the amount of transmitted light is roughly the
same for all the structures while the surface of the hole has
been considerably changed. Second only a small redshift can
be observed even when the size is decreased. Thus, we have
shown evidence of the dramatic importance of the length of
the x side of the rectangular holes for a y-polarized incident
field and of the different role played by each side of the
rectangle.
In Fig. 11 the dispersion relation of electromagnetic
modes are shown for two values of the aspect ratio. Only the
1,0 peaks at the vicinity of the origin of the k axis have
been considered. These dispersion relations are obtained by
minimization of the inverse of the determinant of the S ma-
trix defined by Eq. 4. The 1,0 peaks observed on the
transmissivity spectra are clearly obtained for the wavelength
that correspond to the modes for k=0. The effect of the
shape of the hole on the dispersion of the mode is clearly
shown in these figures: the larger aspect ratio, the flatter
dispersion relation. It is clear that the redshifts on the trans-
missivity spectra are intrinsically linked to the flattening of
the dispersion relation when the aspect ratio of the hole is
increased.
DISCUSSION
Both our experiments and calculations show the large ef-
fect of hole shape on the phenomenon of extraordinary trans-
FIG. 9. Calculated transmissivity spectra for y-polarized light
and for rectangular hole arrays with different aspect ratio. a Trans-
missivity through arrays in a Ag film. b Transmissivity through
arrays in a Ni film.
FIG. 10. Calculated transmissivity spectra for y-polarized inci-
dent light of arrays in a Au film in which the shape of the holes is
varied by increasing only on side of the rectangles. a Hole side
along y-direction constant. b Hole side along x-direction constant.
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mission. By changing the aspect ratio of rectangular holes
while keeping their surface area and the periodicity constant,
we observe that many aspects of the transmission are af-
fected. By varying the type of metal we have shown that the
observed behavior is universal and does not depend on the
type of metal. First of all, the transmission becomes highly
dependent on the incident polarization. Light with an inci-
dent polarization perpendicular the long axis of the holes is
transmitted several orders of magnitude better than light with
a polarization along the long axis. This finding is consistent
with experiments on elliptical holes22–24 although the degree
of anisotropy reported here is roughly two orders of magni-
tude more. This quantitative difference is easily explained by
the difference in film thickness used in the various experi-
ments. As the tunneling probability depends on by how much
the wavelength exceeds the cutoff condition, when consider-
ing the holes as waveguides,34 a certain polarization aniso-
tropy for a given film thickness will be increased as the film
thickness is increased.
Both the measurements on the isolated holes and the dis-
persion measurements on the periodic arrays indicate a
strong role of localized modes, which increases with increas-
ing aspect ratio. Note that work on the transmission through
individual rectangular holes also suggests the existence of
localized modes.35 Recent calculations of the properties of
individual rectangular holes in a real metal film, indicate that
decreasing the width of the holes induces a redshift of the
cutoff condition.36 It has been recently suggested that local-
ized modes play an important role only when their spectrum
coincides with a peak in the extraordinary transmission spec-
trum that is caused by the periodicity of the array.21 This
conclusion was drawn from experiments in which the period
of the array was varied while the aspect ratio was kept fixed.
However, our work shows that the full explanation is more
complex: when we change the aspect ratio from 1 to 3 we
observe that the 1,0 peak actually shifts away from the
position governed by the array periodicity aspect ratio=1,
while the transmission increases. Moreover, the transmission
of the higher order peaks 2,0 and 1,1 also increases with
increasing aspect ratio. From this we conclude that the red-
shift and the enhancement of the transmission peaks in the
periodic arrays, as the aspect ratio is increased, is affected by
the resonance spectrum of individual holes, but the role of
the periodicity of the array and the localized mode spectrum
cannot be separated in a trivial manner. A suggestion to this
effect was already made previously by us.20 Interestingly, no
shape resonances were observed for rectangular holes in the
THz regime. Neither did the spectra of the periodic arrays
exhibit a redshift with aspect ratio in the THz regime. We
suggest that this is a consequence of the smaller film thick-
ness used in those experiments with respect to ours:  /12
and  /4, respectively. It is tempting to think that the rectan-
gular holes support propagative modes, similar to those ob-
served in the periodic annular holes.11,12 Note, however that
for all aspect ratio’s used in this investigation all the holes
are smaller than the cutoff for all wavelengths used and all
polarizations used. Nevertheless it is clear that the localized
modes in the holes effectively do act as waveguides.10
It is interesting to note that our observations have strong
parallels with observations made in scattering from nanopar-
ticles and periodic arrays thereof. Of course, one has to be
careful to invoke complementarity in the behavior of metals
in the optical regime. Nevertheless, the similarities and the
seeming complementarity are too striking to be left unmen-
tioned. It is, for example, well known that metal nanopar-
ticles exhibit localized plasmon resonances that depend on
their shape.37,38 Interestingly, when a nanoparticle is elon-
gated, the degeneracy due to the spherical symmetry of the
excitation is lifted and two new modes appear, one along the
long axis of the particle and one perpendicular to the axis.
The longitudonal mode actually exhibits a redshift and also
has a larger oscillator strength,38 whereas the transverse ex-
hibits a smaller blueshift. This behavior is also evident in
arrays of elongated particles in which coupling between the
particles may be present.39 We observe the same behavior
with one difference: the polarizations for the redshift and the
blueshift are reversed. This would be consistent with the
structures being complementary.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the shape of individual holes in ar-
rays of sub-wavelength holes in optically thick metal films
has a dramatic effect on the optical transmission through the
films. A significantly higher transmissivity was found when
the aspect ratio of the holes with constant hole area was
increased. The transmissivity increase was found to be
strongly polarization dependent. In addition, the wavelengths
at which maximum transmissivity occurs were found to de-
pend on the shape of the holes. The wavelengths at which
minima in the transmission occur are the same for all shapes,
as expected for Wood’s anomaly. Dispersion measurements
have shown that for larger angles the influence of the wave-
guide resonances is minimal and the SPP resonances are the
responsible mechanism for the peak wavelengths and inten-
sity of transmissivity spectra.
The dispersion of the main transmission peak is flat for
parallel wave vectors close to zero. The range of wave vec-
tors for which the dispersion is flat increases for increasing
FIG. 11. Dispersion relation of the plasmon mode for rectangu-
lar hole arrays in a Au film for two different aspect ratios and a
constant hole area. As the aspect ratio increases, so does the flat part
of the dispersion close to k=0, indicating an increase in the local-
ized nature of the modes.
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aspect ratio of the holes, indicating an increasingly localized
nature of the transmission. Based on this observation and
that of the transmission properties of individual holes, we
attribute the enhanced transmission to an interaction between
surface plasmon resonances at the surface of the metal, on
the one hand, and localized resonances inside the holes, on
the other hand. This interaction, on the one hand, increases
the coupling efficiency between surface plasmons from both
sides of the film, resulting is a higher transmissivity. On the
other hand, it causes the transmission maxima to be found on
different wavelengths for the arrays of which the hole shapes
differ. However, our findings show that the contributions of
surface plasmons and localized modes to the extraordinary
transmission phenomenon cannot be trivially separated in
two distinct contributions.
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